Guided Progression Analysis (GPA) with HUMPHREY allows you to quickly and easily compare visual field
status and progression to data collected from glaucoma subjects. GPA then uses simple language to help you
understand statistically significant change as well as rate of change, and predict future vision quality.
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Evolving glaucoma management
True diagnostic integration
for the preservation of vision
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FORUM Glaucoma Workplace.
See the solution from every angle.
HFA Guided Progression Analysis with Dynamic Review

Adjust GPA parameters, change baseline visual fields, enter IOP readings and
excludes outliers.

Glaucoma management is evolving to require a new diagnostic environment to
support your clinical assessment when and where you need it. ZEISS partners with
you to deliver a broad range of diagnostic solutions to the point of care.

CIRRUS™ HD-OCT
Brilliant images and
applications for greater
glaucoma insight

HFA-CIRRUS Combined Report

The HFA-CIRRUS Combined Report from FORUM® summarizes patient structure
and function analyses in a single display. Only FORUM delivers this OD-OS
integration to your lanes to help you assess patient status at a glance.

CIRRUS™ photo
Get the complete picture
with the combined OCT and
fundus imaging modalities in
one system

VISUCAM® Digital
Fundus Camera
Compact and integrated
fundus imaging to visualize
and document RNFL
and ONH

FORUM®
Comprehensive eye care
data management for better
workflow efficiency
Humphrey® Field
Analyzer (HFA™)
The most advanced and
accurate picture of glaucoma
functional status and
progression

The moment you are certain it is glaucoma.
This is the moment we work for.

Humphrey FDT®
Detects field loss due to a
variety of ocular diseases

Humphrey Matrix® 800
Frequency doubling
technology detects early loss

You + ZEISS = Evolving Glaucoma Management
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GPA for structure and function:

“There are multiple challenges for the doctor managing glaucoma: first, is
to accurately diagnose and stage glaucoma; second, is to quickly identify
progression in those patients where therapy has been insufficient.”

The certainty of monitoring progression.
Structural GPA with CIRRUS OCT.
GPA with CIRRUS OCT allows you to simply and easily capture, track and measure progression. Event analysis by CIRRUS
differentiates normal change from abnormal change. Trend analysis measures change over time, which can help you
understand if more aggressive therapy is required.
1

— Nathan Radcliffe, MD
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For many doctors, the management of glaucoma
is evolving. By presenting key data sets, ZEISS
empowers you to see glaucoma in a whole new
way. Gold standard complementary diagnostic
technologies from ZEISS may help you identify those
patients with glaucoma and then assess their rate of
progression for better disease management. Add the
ability to access this information when and where you
need it and it‘s clear that glaucoma diagnosis and
management is being transformed.
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•

RNFL Thickness Map Progression (best for focal change)

•

RNFL Thickness Profiles Progression (best for broader focal change)

•

Average RNFL Thickness Progression (best for diffuse change)

•

Average Cup-to-Disc Progression (best for global change)
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For structure: Quantifying anatomical status and change.

For function: Analyzing visual fields and progression.

The one OCT. CIRRUS™.

The one perimeter. HUMPHREY®.

The CIRRUS family is built upon the power of the densely-layered SmartCube™. Unique to ZEISS, SmartCube analyses
with normative data rapidly configure results into informative maps, metrics and visualizations that help you detect
glaucoma and clearly identify those patients who are progressing.

The visual field end-point in hundreds of studies, the HFA™ has been a part of virtually every major clinical trial in
glaucoma for over 20 years. The HFA is the gold standard of perimetry and is a critical diagnostic partner in
thousands of practices. Continuing to evolve - today, HFA delivers the analysis you need, when and where you
need it.
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Guided Progression Analysis (GPA) with HUMPHREY allows you to quickly and easily compare visual field
status and progression to data collected from glaucoma subjects. GPA then uses simple language to help you
understand statistically significant change as well as rate of change, and predict future vision quality.
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